
Dear Mr. Clark, 
 
I’ll be entering my 11th season in the NFL, all with the New England Patriots. I’ve been fortunate 
to play for the best organization in football. As you can imagine our organization explores and 
takes time to learn about the best things out there to compete and improve each year.  
 
Throughout my career people have always tried to push products that they tell me will change 
my career. That approach usually sends me the other way. A couple of years ago one of my 
former coaches from New England, Pepper Johnson, reached out to tell me about the B1 
patches. A week later I had the patches and a chance to try them out for myself. 
 
I'm not a medical professional, so when he started to tell me the benefits all I cared about was 
trying them for myself. I began wearing the patches in 2017 during our spring workouts and 
practices. We were already towards the end of the spring practices and I was looking to finish 
strong. I honestly feel I got that from the B1 patches. I discovered I was feeling more recovered 
the next day and feeling stronger in practice.  
 
I immediately passed it on to my fellow defensive backs and we would “patch up” before every 
practice. We still do that to this day and truly believe we’ve found a great advantage. In light of 
the ongoing pandemic the patches have been instrumental in my recovery process with my 
usual routine being altered.  
 
I wanted to let you know the impact the B1 patches have had on my career and encourage you 
to give the players of the MLBPA a chance to improve the longevity of their careers. I was 
fortunate I had a coach I trusted to recommend the patches to me. You can confidently bring 
this to the locker rooms where guys know it's coming from a trusted source. If I could, as a 
fellow athlete, I would tell all the guys of the MLBPA to give these all-natural B1 patches a 
chance and reap the benefits. 
 
Thanks for taking the time to read this letter. If I could be of any further help or answer any 
direct questions, my contact information is below. I pray you and your family are safe during 
these times.  
 
Devin McCourty - 3X World Champion 
845-596-0982 
devinmccourty@gmail.com 
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